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Welcome
Well activity at last, a couple of local drive ins, cars and coffee, an evening pub
run, it’s all happening!
There was a great day at Silverstone for the launch of the new book telling
how Bristol won at Le Mans (2 litre class). The day is reviewed in the
newsletter. Following this day a number of members have expressed the
opinion that the club should hold more of these social type gathering, there
is also a ground swell of comment about the structure of meetings in
particular, that activities should be inclusive of all Bristol owners and the
standoff between the clubs diminished as far as possible. It is pleasing to see
the south east area meeting being supported by both clubs.
Regional meetings are one of the hot topics, feedback so far has been along
the lines of social gatherings of likeminded enthusiasts in informal settings.
One outstanding comment was that meetings should be regionalised, not
involving foreign travel and be value for money!
Bristol owners are almost by definition interesting to talk to. My wife’s
comment after the Silverstone meeting was very telling, she observed that as
much as the men were drooling over the cars and brushing up friendships,
there was a great deal of conversation between the wives and significant
others and that everyone seemed to feel involved in the day, not a comment
I have heard associated with car activities before. Throwing these thoughts
open to the membership, are there any ideas or better still can we find people
prepared to get involved with events?
An idea has been floated that a dinner could be arranged in the various areas,
along the lines of a Friday evening casual meal as people arrive . Followed by
a short drive on the Saturday. Here in the north it may be possible to borrow
one of our privately owned stately piles so that photographs of our cars could
be taken in rarefied surroundings, we have the services of a very good
professional photographers, and a smart casual meal in the evening, including
a light hearted speaker.
Hotel choice (cost) would mean that any member could attend.

Andy Gibbs
Andy Gibbs, Paul Smith and Richard Sanderson
May 2022
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Chairs Bits
June looms and the weather is good, I hope you have all been able to get your cars out. Having
had the benefit of a trip to Barcelona to see the Grand Prix and the beauty of Gaudi’s architecture,
I am looking forward to a summer of other events. I am grateful to those who have proposed
events for summer and if anyone else has events local to them that they think other members
would enjoy, we can publicise them through the website, email and the communication.
The Association has again applied for a stand at the NEC Classic car show. An invitation for
members to offer their cars for display on the stand is in this Newsletter. I am so grateful to those
members who stepped up and allowed their cars to be used last year. Now it is your chance to
show off your pride and joy and show the world how great Bristols are and let the next generation
know all about them.
When the recent liquidation sale of Bristol Cars took place, a volume of spares was secured by
BOC due to a generous donation by a member. There have been issues over securing the long
term storage of this which BOC are seeking to resolve. BODA are conscious that our expertise in
running Pegasus may be of use and have been in communication with the BOC. We are a small
community and feel we should offer the hand of friendship.
In the meantime, keep enjoying your cars and the friendships membership of the Association
afford.
Mike Hallissey

Membership Matters
Welcome to New Members
No new members this month!
Note: If you have difficulties logging on to the BODA website don't hesitate to contact our
membership secretary Jane Smith at memsec@bristoloda.org
Jane Smith, Membership Secretary
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Bristol 401 1951 NTF 633 Chassis No. 1045 Update
With the car away for painting it was time to sort out the glass. Every one of the 7 pieces of glass
had at least one deep scratch, a deep scratch being one that you can feel with your nail.
After watching YouTube videos I decided to give it a go at getting rid of them. I bought a kit on
Ebay (£24.00) which consisted of several grades of sanding discs, polishing powder and a pad to
fit in a mains electric drill, battery drills are not really up to the task. With the coarsest grade of
disc it was all too easy to grind out the scratch but it took a lot of time to polish out the grinding
marks and usually I got away with using a finer grade first.
Getting rid of grinding marks was done by going down the grades of disc finishing off with the
polishing compound. I first identified the scratches and marked them with electricians tape on
the reverse side of the glass as I found them very difficult to see them once I had started the
process. It is easy to do irreparable damage to the glass if you allow it to get too hot so keeping
it damp with a hand spray was essential.
Grinding and polishing the part of the windscreen in the driver’s line of vision can apparently
cause optical problems however with the 401’s flat screen and with extra care I did remove the
scratches from this area. After eradicating the scratches I proceeded to methodically polish the
glass all over and on both sides. After a though clean the areas requiring further polishing stood
out. I found the whole process took a lot of concentration and was fairly tedious with it taking
several days to complete. I am very pleased with the results and glad I did it.

Clive Perry
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AERO DYNAMIC - How Bristol won at Le Mans
The launch of Simon Charlesworth’s impressive new book was held at Silverstone in the BRDC
club house on Saturday 14th May. This was an invitation only lunch for some 90 or so owners of
Bristol cars and supporters of Butterfield Press. The format of the day was like the celebration
held in 2020 marking T.A.D Crook’s centenary. On that occasion the weather had been appalling
but this time could not have been better. Jackets were shed at an early stage in the proceedings.
The event was hosted by Warwick Banks and Michael Barton. Warwick’s racings exploits resulted
in his coveted membership of the BRDC and hence he could extend an invitation to Bristol car
people. The event coincided with the HSCC International Trophy weekend so there was plenty of
track action to watch.

The HSCC invited several Bristol cars with their drivers and passengers to parade around the
racing circuit during the lunch break. This extra inducement ensured that some very special cars
were in attendance. A Frazer Nash Le Mans Replica, a 400, two, yes, two, Farina bodied cars, two
403s, a 404 (Warwick’s own car) and a 405 all made the parade happen.
Thanks must go to the HSCC and BRDC organisers for making the time for us to complete a couple
of laps. Lunch service was all you would hope, cleverly allowing just enough time for good
conversation without any waiting. English lamb was devoured followed by quite a cheffy panna
cotta with all the trimmings. Then tea and coffee.
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AERO DYNAMIC (contd.)

Speeches were brief and so didn’t interrupt the flow. References were made to the many Bristol
employees who had been brought together for a works reunion. Micky Pople, the only remaining
450 driver joined the lunch. He said a few words in thanks for the event. For someone of 93 he
spoke well and clearly. What a life he must have led.
The Butterfield Press launch presentation consisted of a brief introduction by Michael Barton,
the Publisher about Simon Charlesworth who is a classic car motoring journalist and the author
of ‘Aero Dynamic’.
He was born and raised in Bristol within sight and earshot of Filton. ‘Aero Dynamic’ is his first
book. Simon was interviewed by former BBC producer, Peter Grimsdale who is now an author
himself with ‘High Performance’ and ‘Racing in the Dark’ to his credit. Simon talked about his
Experiences in Bristol and what had driven him to write a book to be he can be proud of. He has
certainly achieved that.
The book has been produced in an ultra large format by Cornelis van den Berg who as managing
Editor of Butterfield Press co-ordinated the design and production process.
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AERO DYNAMIC (contd.)
There are many photographs including period colour shots which have never been collectively
published before. The reader is drawn into the detail by Simon’s text and highly detailed
photographic reproduction making the visual impact that the subject demands.
The appendices include all the Bristol Racing Team board reports covering the three-year period
1953 to 1955. A wealth of detail never seen before.
The book is published by Butterfield Press and whilst the price seems high even a quick study of
the photographs and the text will confirm to the buyer that they are getting value for money.
It is available from the publisher directly: www.butterfieldpress.co.uk or via the specialist
motoring bookshops.
Andy Gibbs

Spares
Pegasus sales are going very well with a number of our commercial customers coming back to
life, the range of supplies are growing.
Long awaited supplies of the stainless steel exhausts are to hand!
The tail pipe is a problem as the sweeping curve on our sample (406) was difficult to produce, my
exhaust has a simple bend and fits correctly, if we can replicate this we can provide a very good
looking system in stainless steel which sounds very Bristol like.
Andy Gibbs
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A Report on the Gawsworth Hall Classic Car Show 2nd
May 2022
I had been thinking about going to this show for a year or so and this year after 2 years of doing
very little and despite the 93-mile journey from Leicestershire, we finally made it. What a
fabulous place and Location! Also, a very large turnout of classic cars, motor bikes and interesting
automobilia.

It was easy to book, just a telephone call to Rupert Richards (the hall owner), just £5 per person
and you get star treatment if you bring a Bristol as he awarded Warwick Banks 404 car of the
show some years ago.
Arriving just after 1000hrs there was a queue to get in but it was moving albeit slowly and once
inside say the magic password “Bristol” and we were directed on a varied tour of the grounds
and other cars until we approached a sharp bend and some banking at about 30deg slope. “It
cannot be there surely?” Sensibly I halted and sent Luba ahead to survey the terrain and
destination. “It’s right” so we continued on this short cut to the other Bristols on the prestige
lawn location to one side of the house.
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Gawsworth Hall Classic Car Show (contd.)

Dave Taylor and Andy & Gill Gibbs were already there with a large gazebo erected just in case.
(The weather was dry but a bit cloudy and overcast.
Gawsworth Old Hall is a Grade I listed country house in the village of Gawsworth, near
Macclesfield. It is a timber-framed house in the Cheshire black-and-white style and was built
between 1480 and 1600, replacing an earlier Norman house. As a bonus the house was open to
visit for just £1 per person and was in excellent “lived in “ condition and was a very interesting
visit.
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Gawsworth Hall Classic Car Show (contd.)

It would be too difficult to try and describe the variety of the vehicles present as there were as
approximately three or four hundred supported by lots of different car clubs with the Rolls Royce
Enthusiasts being the most numerous.
The Bristol contingent comprised the following, but numbers were down on the usual due to
some being off the road.
403, 405, 410 and 603 but we spotted another V8 as a late entry in the main car park
Despite the numbers there was a little-known short cut to the exit which avoided any delays.
Well worth a visit next year.
Mike Wilcox
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Events
Bristol Aerospace
Bristol Aerospace are hosting an open day on Sunday, the 19th of June, Father's Day. They would
love to have a display of Bristol cars and buses, and those of us attending get free entrance to
the museum where we can see the best exhibit of all, the Heritage Trust's display 403.
Please contact Adam Jones for further details if you would like to come.
Stefan Cembrowicz

South East Region
Nineteen Bristols turned up to the gathering at The Bletchingley Arms on 28th May. There were
several 'Aerodynes', including an original 402 and a 403 which had been converted into a
roadster. Other six cylinder Bristols included a 405 and a 406. At the previous gathering, there
was a 400 and a 404 but this time we didn't quite achieve a full set of the six cylinder models.
V8 engined Bristols were represented by a 408, a 410 and several 411s including a 411 'Series 6'
brought to the gathering by Mark Coleman and Brian Marelli. The most modern Bristol was a
Blenheim 3. The weather was glorious so we were able to enjoy our breakfasts and coffee al
fresco. See pictures below
The next Bristol gathering at The Bletchingley Arms will take place on Saturday 27th August from
9am to 11.45am.
If you're going to attend, please contact Ian at theatregoldenage@gmail.com
Ian Dixon Potter
South East Region Coordinator
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South East Region (contd.)
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South East Region (contd.)
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South West Region
Firstly, as BODA South West Region Coordinator, I would like to welcome you and hope we can
all eventually meet at various events.
There are currently 33 members in the South West catchment area but you will no doubt realise
we are very spread out. I, for example, live 15 miles from Land’s End so l rarely travel far south
without a sail or an oar.
I thought hard about taking on this role because it’s often assumed that it encompasses the event
organisers role as well. I have organised events in the past and would possibly in the future but
not until we have a better understanding and a dormant time from Covid. Therefore it’s down to
an individual should they wish to organise an event to run it past the Region Coordinators who
should check if no other member in the South West has already booked the same date.
It all makes common sense, we are small in numbers and try to ensure we don’t split that small
number again. In Cornwall l have found it possible to attend an event almost every weekend in
the spring and summer usually to support the many local carnivals and agricultural shows and
the like and they are well linked into the visitor/tourist attractions.
Therefore here’s a taster of open events taking place that l am not organising but probably
attending a couple of them.
- Wadebridge Wheels - Royal Cornwall Show Grounds - 17th July 2022. A very large show held
over one day, the show ground has many tarmac roadways therefore usually a very short run on
the grass to get in position. : enquiries@wadebridgewheels.co.uk
- Mount Edgcumbe Park, Cremyll,Torpoint, Cornwall PL10 1HL - 7th Aug 2022. I have never
been but am told its good. : carshow@fsmailing.net. or 01752 822850
- Fowey Classic Car Show and Parade. - 17th Aug 2022. Never been but sounds good fun. The
parade through the town starts 3.30 pm till 6.00pm: foweyclassiccars@gmail.com
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South West Region (contd.)
- Stithians Agricultural Show - 11th July 2022. I will be attending this show with the 406;
there’s usually only about 25 cars but it’s just a good day out if the weather’s fine. There’s lots
of trade stands and all sort of crafts and displays to distract from just cars and motorbikes.
information@stithians.show
Most of these type of events are usually free for driver and passenger. However due to safety
reasons no car movements are allowed between 10am and 6pm unless a given emergency.
That indicates that you need to be at the ground between 8.00am and 9.50am at latest.
John Lawley, email
BODA South West Region Coordinator

Shelsley Walsh Classic Nostalgia
This event is now in its 11th year and has in the past been a great venue to see a selection of
interesting cars and view a great sporting event. It would be possible to organise a BODA area if
we had sufficient members interested in attending.
Entry to the event is £15 per person if you come in a pre-1985 vehicle, (£20 in a newer vehicle)
so the cost is not huge and if there is interest, it would be planned to attend on the Sunday. If
you are interested please contact Mike Hallissey by 20 June. If there is sufficient interest we will
book a club space and bring the BODA flags and gazebo.
Mike Hallissey

Challengers Motoring Event, Sunday 12 June
This year the event is starting at Frank Dale & Stepsons in Camberly (GU15 3BN), where guests
participating in the drive will have the pleasure of touring the world’s oldest independent RollsRoyce and Bentley workshop while enjoying light refreshments. You will then navigate the
bespoke route through the gorgeous countryside using the printed guide, with the drive ending
at a very special, private motor museum. The museum only opens a few times a year exclusively
for charity events, so don’t miss your chance to see this incredible collection!
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Events (contd.)
The event is run by Challengers which is a small charity providing play and leisure for disabled
young people. 100% of the proceeds from this event, including all ticket sales, supports the cause.
The event usually raises an incredible £10,000!
More details and tickets can be obtained from the Challengers website.

NEC Classic Motor Show 2022 – Call for Cars!
The NEC in Birmingham is this year from 11 to 13 November and BODA will again have a stand.
Last year we were very late in starting our preparations so this year we are starting early with the
aim of preparing an interesting exhibit showing off Bristol cars, encouraging people to buy them
and hopefully also join BODA.
We are looking for members who would like to take the opportunity to show their car at this
year’s event. So if you would like to do this or discuss the possibilities, please get in touch with
John Tanner at john.tanner7@btopenworld.com.
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The Three Graces,
an Article by L J K Setright in Old Motor from March/April 1974 (Part 2)
Copyright Disclaimer
All efforts have been made to establish as appropriate copyright on articles and images used in this
publication and written consent of the owners for use secured. However, at the time of publication, we
have been unable to establish copyright ownership for some images used, despite reasonable and
proportionate efforts so to do.
For those images, we assume that either copyright has expired, or that the authors of those images died
70 years or more before the beginning of the calendar year in which this book is published. Accordingly,
we rely on Section 57 of the Copyrights, Designs and Patents Act 1988 for use of these works in this
publication.
Please contact the publishers should you believe that you have copyright in any of the images used in this
publication.

The article is published in two parts. The first part appeared in the April issue.
You can download the complete article here

Part 2
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Newsletter Club contacts
BODA Events
Andy Gibbs

andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com

07739 461086

smithpng@yahoo.co.uk
andrew.gibbs2@btinternet.com
home@rmsanderson.de

07850 789392
07739 461086
0049 4167 92012

wamlawson@ntlworld.com

01642 317236

mikehallissey@icloud.com

07973 214569

smithjuk@yahoo.co.uk

07962 209353

stefancembrowicz@gmail.com

07768 295084

home@rmsanderson.de

+49416792012

rw140356@gmail.com

07931 570514

geoffkingston15@btinternet.com

01348 874642

BODA Newsletter Editors
Paul Smith
Andy Gibbs
Richard Sanderson

Pegasus Spares co-ordinator
Bill Lawson

BODA Committee Chair
Mike Hallissey

BODA Membership Secretary
Jane Smith

Bristol Owners Heritage Trust
Dr Stefan Cembrowicz

BODA Website Manager
Richard Sanderson

BODAcious Editor
Richard Baines

BODA Technical support
Geoff Kingston

Regional Coordinators
South East
South West
Ireland

Ian Dixon Potter
John Lawley
Keith Pearson

xkeidp@gmail.com
lawleyjr@yahoo.co.uk
keithpearson1913@gmail.com
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